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ABSTRACT
Educators should assess the economics curricula in

order to determine whether the latest and most accurate views of
economic life in the United States and the world are taught to high
school students. Economic literacy involves knowing and applying
fundamental economic theories in order to make rational decisions
about the use of limited resources. This digest considers the nature
of economic literacy through an exploration of the basic economic
concepts that students should learn, a definition of economics as
way of thinking, and desired outcomes of education for economic
literacy. Fundamental themes of economics education should include
scarcity, productive resources, economic systems, exchange,
incentives, the market place, and managing the economy. An economic
way of thinking refers to decision-making as the central skill of
!economic literacy and emphasizes the application of this skill to
decision-making. While the ability to conduct objective and reasoned
analysis of economic issues is the most important benefit of economic
°literacy education, students also learn to understand the economic
dimensions of issues, to evaluate the consequences ol economic
decisions and to participate intelligently in the political process.
(JHP)
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The Nature of Economic Literacy
by Ronald A. Banaszak

According to Alfred Marshall, the famous British economist, "Economics is a study of mankind in the ordinary business
of life." Indeed, we encounter economics as workers, consumers, savers, and citizens, and we make countless personal
and societal decisions of great practical imponance every day in response to various kinds of economic issues and problems.

Economics is both a body of knowledge and a way of thinking about certain phenomena. Educators generally agree
about the basic ideas in economics every high school graduate should know, and they tend to agree that the discipline of
economics is dynamic; the economy and our knowledge of it continue to evolve. Thus, educators must continually assess
the economics curriculum in terms of the current status of the academic discipline in order to provide students with the
latest and soundest view of economic life in the United States and the world.

Economic literacy involves knowing and applying fundamental economic ideas to make rational decisions about the use
of limited resources. This ERIC Digest treats the nature of economic literacy through discussion of (1) basic ideas in
economics that every culturally literate person should know, (2) economics as a way of thinking, and (3) likely outcomes
of education for economic literacy.

What are the fundamental themes of economics? The general
themes of economics are presented below in a very introductory
manner. For a more detailed description see TEACHING ECO-
NOMICS: CONTENT AND STRATEGIES (Banazak and Brennen
1982) or MASTER CURRICULUM GUIDE IN ECONOMICS: A
FRAMEWORK FOR TEACHING THE BASIC CONCEPTS.
(Saunders et al. 1984 ).

Scarcity is the imbalance of wants and resources. We live
on a finite world that has limited resources, but our wants for
products (goods) and services are unlim.ted. Scarcity requires the
making of choices between alternate uses of productive re-
sources. When making choices, it is important to consider all
alternative uses of the resources. The choice ultimately is made
between the most desirable and the next most desirable alter-
native which can be considered the value of the decision meas-
ured in le3t opportunity (the opportunity cost).

productive resources, also called factors of production, in-
clude everything used to create products and services_ The three
types are human (labor), natural (land), and capital. Human re-
sources are all the workers and their abilities. Efficient use re-
quires workers to specialize in what they do best. Entrepreneurs,
people who take risk associated with starting a new business or
producing a new product or service, are an important type of
human resource. Natural resources are all the basic gifts of nature
whether above, on. or below the surface of the earth. They are
either renewable, such as trees, or non-re. lewable. like petroleum.
Capital resources are the resources that have been created by
human effort and savings, to be used to produce products or
services. Capital resources include tools. machines, and factories.
The creation of capital resources requires deterring to the future
the consumption of some desired products or services.

Economic systems are the organized ways by which people
determine how to allocate scarce productive resources. Tradi-
tional, command, and market are the three basic types of eco-
nomic systems. Each economic system answers at least three
basic questions: (1) What to produce?, (2) How to produce?, and
(3) How to distribute output? In the traditional system, economic
decisions are formulated by the customs of the society. Economic

z decisions In the command system, are made by decision7makers,
usually government emploYees. In the market system, economic

cisions are made bynindivIduals and institeffens guided by their
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government intervention. The market economy also requires com-
petition among producers, awareness of product availability and
alternatives. private ownership, and a limited role for government
in the economy. In the real world, all economic systems are mix-
tures of the three.

Exchange involves trading resources, products, or services.
When exchange is voluntary, both sides believe they have gained.
Exchange is fundamental. permitting specialization in production
and resulting in more efficient use of resources. Exchange may
be direct, as in barter, or involve the use of money. Money facil-
itates trade by providing a standard medium of exchange. Money
also provides a uniform means to measure and compare the worth
of things, a store of value, and a standard of deferred payment.

Economic incentives influence human behavior by offering
financial rewards which allow larger claims for products and
services. We all attempt to make the best choices to maximize
our output and satisfactions, thus promoting our self-interest. Con-
sumers seek to maximize their satisfaction, workers their wages,
producers their profits, and investors their return. Understanding
and manipulating incentives is a powerful way to influence the
economy.

The market is the principle feature of a market economy.
The market is not a place where buyers and producers meet, but
a process through which the decisions of individuals and busi-
nesses are used to answer the basic economic questions listed
above. The forces of bupply and demand interact, seeking an
equilibrium, and register the decision through the price.

Managing the economy Is an attempt to achieve socially
determined goals. In the United States, the goals are tO promote
economic freedom, economic efficiency, economic equity, eco-
mimic security, full employment, economic growth, and price sta-
bility. Managing a modem complex economy is a difficult task,
not easily achieved. Measurement problems and the changing
dynamics of the economy add to the difficulty. Further, the goals
are sometimes in conflict. such as full employment and stable
prices. Fiscal end monetary policy are used to manage the market
economy. Fiscal policy refers to the taxing, borrowing, and spend-
ing decisions made by the federal government which can influence
the total (aggregate) demand and supply of products and services
In the economy. Monetary policy refers to the control of Interest r

and money supply to jnfluente the anioUnt of enorey In _.,_
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What la the economic way of thinking? The economic way of
thinking refers to a system for making decisions. Since economics
deals with choices about the use of limited resources for unlimited
wants, decision-making is the central skill of economics. Economic
decision-making is a logical, reasoned approach using economic
concepts and generalizations.

Decision-Making Model. Economic decisions involve six
steps.

1. Cleady identify the details of the decision situation. What
choice is involved? What are the details?

2. Determine what personal or social goal(s) are to be attained.
What are you trying to achieve by the decision? Which goals are
of highest priority?

3. Identify all the atternatives. What possible choices could be
made?

4. Consider each alternative and its rxinsequences_ What are
the likely costs, benefits, and outcomes of each alternative?

5. Decide on the best alternative for reaching the desired goal(s).
Which alternative is most likely to reach the goals? Which alter-
native is most feasible? Which have the least undesirable effects?

6.- Review and evaluate the decision. Did it attain the desired
goal? Did predicted consequences occur? Did it maximize ben-

its that could be obtained from the resources used?
Factors of Economic Decision Making. The following eco-

- nomic relalionshIps are useful as we make economic decisions:
(1) trade-offs. (2) law of supply and demand, (3) marginal analysis,
(4) cosebenefit analysis, and (5) short-term and long-term effects.

1. Decisions about the use of productive resources seldom
become mutually exclusive. We do not choose between guns or
butter, but between relative amounts of guns and butter or various
Production possibilities. In making decisions, it is Imperative to
consider the trade-offs between alternative uses of the resources.

2. The taws of supply and demand state relationships between
quantities demanded by consumers and quantities producers are
willing to supply at a given time, assuming all other conditions
remain constant. The law of demand states that as price in-
creases, quantity demanded decreases, and conversely, if price
decreases, quantity demanded increases. The law of supply states
that, as price rises, producers are willing to increase the quantity
supplied. As price falls, the quantity producers are willing to supply
also falls. The tendency in the economy is for the quantity de-
manded and quantity supplied to move toward an equilibrium price
at which the quantity producers are willing to produce is identical
with the quantity consumers are willing to buy.

3. Economic decision makers attempt to make choices that
maximize ouVut and satisfaction. Marginal analysis is used to
determine the value of producing or consuming an additional unit
of the 58MS good or service. The law of diminishing marginal
utility teaches that additional quantities of goods yield succes-
sively smaller Increments of satisfaction. Marginal productivity
shows additional output received by adding an additional unit of
rescurces as Input.

4. Every decision has costs and benefits. By examining the
costs associated with each decision in relation to the expected
benefits, we attempt to make choices that may,mize benefits for
the least cost.

5. When examining the consequences of a decision it is Im-
portant to consider the long-term, as well as, the immediate effect.
A choice that has a less desired short-term 3ffeci may be the
better choice If It has a much more desirable long-ten effect.

What are the likely OutCOmes of education for economic lit.
eracy? Since economics Is the study of decision-making about
the use of, productive resources,- the Central benefit of education

eacornic literacy should be development of the ability to con-
of econoMic Litues. Theis

are ovate and public; theY Pertain

to daily
policy.

Informed decision-making requires acquisition and use of
knowledge of economic concepts and generalizations. This knowl-
edge allows citizens to understand the economic dimensions of ,
issues. It permits them to determine and evaluate both the short-
term and long-term consequences of potential econornic deci-
sions. Economically literate citizens will be more intelligent read-
ers and listeners. This will enable them to participate intelligently
in the political process and to be less easily misled by a dema-
gogue. Finally, economically literate citizens will be life-long learn-
ers, capable of incorporating new economic knowledge Into their
existing knowledge.

Economically literate citizens, because they pos, Iss an under-
standing of economic generalizations and concepts, viill enjoy a
more complete understanding of their wOrld, be better able to
make reasoned decisions, and be more fully in control of their
eConomic future.

rsonal concerns and to matters of broad economic
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